What is Metadata Maker for E-Books:

Metadata Maker for E-books is a metadata creation tool for electronic resources. It is designed to support the needs of academic and research libraries that are developing scholarly publishing programs and are in need of an efficient way to produce metadata for access to these new types of publications.

Challenges of Creating Metadata for Digital Publications:

- Publishers use a different metadata standard, ONIX for Books
- Publishers use a different controlled vocabulary, BISAC (Book Industry Standards and Communications)

Can we create metadata in ONIX in addition to MARC, and use BISAC terms adequately in both MARC and ONIX?

Solutions with Metadata Maker for E-Books:

- Allows users unfamiliar with metadata standards to create metadata for E-books and digital publications
- Exports metadata in five different formats: MARC, MARCXML, MODS, Schema.org embedded HTML, and ONIX for Books
- Provides a service to browse and apply subject terms from two controlled vocabularies: FAST, for traditional library description, and BISAC subject codes and terms for publishers

http://quest.library.illinois.edu/marcmaker/ebooks/